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Abstract
The use of a supersonic, direct-current hydrogen arcjet thruster for diamond synthesis is reviewed. The arcjet

employed in these studies is radiatively-cooled, operating in the low-power range (0.5-3 kW). Plasma conditions for
the synthesis of thin films on molybdenum and silicon substrates are created by post-nozzle addition of a hydrocarbon
source gas such as methane or acetylene. A characterization of the arcjet is presented, showing stable operation over a
range of current at hydrogen flow rates between 8 and 20 1/min. Laser induced fluorescence is used to determine the
plasma velocity and temperature, and provides a guideline for understanding plume chemistry. Arcjet exit plane
velocities in excess of 10 km/s together with temperatures on the order of 1000 OC have been measured. Further
chemical analysis is provided by in-situ mass extraction through the substrate during growth. Growth rates of up to
12 im/hour have been achieved. Micro-Raman analysis of the diamond films indicates a peak FWHM as low as
2.6 cm-', close to that of natural type IIa diamond. The results derived from this facility have allowed us to speculate
on the heterogeneous growth mechanisms and in addition, have permitted us to estimate parameters such as
hydrocarbon capture efficiencies , sticking coefficients, and quality criterion, all of which are necessary to assess the
economics of growing high quality diamond films under these environments.

I. Introduction chemistry controlling nucleation and growth. The
Diamond possesses unique physical properties. It design of more efficient and economical processes

has a thermal conductivity as high as 20 Wcm-'K-' requires a better understanding of the physics and
while being an electrical insulator. Furthermore, it has chemistry which influence or control diamond growth.
a relatively low thermal expansion (= 8x10-' K-'), it Detailed diamond growth models which consider methyl
is extremely hard (Knoop= 7000), and it is optically radicalso,' 1 1 (CH 3), acetylene 12 , 13 (C2H2), and a
transparent over infrared wavelengths up to 8 im. combination of both 14, 15 as precursors have been
These properties promote many potential applications proposed, yet the complexity of the mechanisms
as tool coatings, in electronics, optics, and thermal renders an empirical verification nearly impossible.
management. 1-3 High quality coatings as well as free Recently, simplified reaction mechanisms for both
standing diamond films of several millimeter thickness methane 16-18 and acetylene 19 have been proposed.
can now be produced by chemical vapor deposition Within the framework of these simple models, some
(CVD). 1-3 Many different synthesis techniques, recent experiments have provided at least a qualitative
extending from activation by hot filament and picture of the diamond growth process.
microwave1 .2 (generally at low pressures) to arc4.5 and Most of the existing diamond CVD systems create
flame6 ,7 excitation -(generally near atmospheric complex mixtures of reactive species and it is therefore
pressure) are commonly being used. The use of difficult to fully analyze and understand the physics and
synthetic diamond in many of these potential chemistry involved in the CVD process. In hotapplications has been limited by the relatively high filament or microwave reactors, long residence times
production costs.8' 9 At present, process optimization and non-equilibrium conditions are responsible for the
is mostly empirical, and little is known about the production of a large variety of hydrocarbon species,

even at low pressures, while flame, RF-plasma, or
* Research Assistant, Student Member AIAA commonly used arcjets are further complicated by the
" Assistant Professor, Member AIAA presence of highly reactive boundary layers. Attempts
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have been made to understand the growth chemistry by of the stable hydrocarbon species in the flow. In this
studying the chemical environment via mass extraction way, we directly measure the acetylene flux, and
through the substrate during growth,20 -2 2 but the high indirectly infer the methyl radical flux at the substrate
pressures employed in the reaction vessels make the surface. Future modifications will permit the direct
measurements difficult to interpret, sampling of radical species by molecular beam mass

DC-arcjets prove to be of great potential in diamond spectrometry.

synthesis.2 3-29 They deliver the highest linear growth
rate, nearly 1 mm per hour, while producing diamond II. Experimental Facility
of excellent quality. However, at pressures between
20 and 200 Torr, where most arc techniques currently The efforts in optimization of diamond synthesis
in use operate, boundary layer effects are present, and in and thus reduction of production costs are focused on
some cases transport limitations seem to influence the the design of a reactor where (ideally) only the carbon
growth process. 3  bearing growth precursor and atomic hydrogen are to be

The approach reviewed in this paper features a transported to the substrate. It is not desirable to heat,

supersonic DC-arcjet operating on 100 % hydrogen dissociate, and transport unnecessary species (i.e.,

expanded to low pressures (0.4 Torr). The conversion species that do not participate in growth, or species that

of the thermal energy associated with the arc to kinetic lead to the growth of other allotropes or defects) to the

energy during expansion provides for extremely high jet growth surface. Such an ideal system must allow the

velocities (v 2 10 km/s) and therefore high atomic and control of gas phase chemistry. In our facility, this

molecular fluxes. The high DC-arc temperatures control is facilitated by the understanding of the

(- 20,000 K) supply a source rich in atomic hydrogen. progress of the dissociation of the added hydrocarbon

The volume recombination of atomic hydrogen during molecules from the point of injection into the

expansion is negligible due to the relatively short dissociated hydrogen stream. It is believed that methyl

nozzle residence times (< 1 ps ) and low densities. radicals and acetylene, in the presence of atomic

These low densities (and therefore highly viscous hydrogen, offer the highest growth efficiency, and so

flows) preclude the formation of well defined shock such an ideal reactor would transport one or both of

waves. Also, because of the low density, most of the these carbon bearing precursors to the substrate surface.

generated atomic hydrogen that leaves the arcjet nozzle Chemical kinetics calculations of the pyrolysis of
does not recombine before impinging on the substrate. injected methane or injected acetylene in our
This is advantageous, since it is now generally believed system 16,19 suggest that the convection dominated flow
that atomic hydrogen plays an important role in growth in the reactor presented here is creating species transport
kinetics by preventing surface reconstruction of the conditions which come close to those desired for such
growing diamond film (i.e. stabilizing sp 3 hybridized an ideal system. For the injection of methane we see
surface carbon bonds), and by producing active (radical) from previous calculations, 16 that much of the methane
sites through abstraction of surface hydrogen. 31  is pyrolized to form predominantly methyl and

methylene radicals (CHz and CH2). The mole fractions
The carbon source gas is injected downstream of the methylene radicals (CH and CH). The mole fractions

arcjet nozzle. Because of the high jet velocities, the of C2H,-based species such as C2, C2H, C2H 2, or

residence times for injected hydrocarbon species are C 2H4 are orders of magnitude lower. For the case of

relatively short, typically 5-10 s from the nozzle exit injected acetylene, 19 the decomposition of the more
to the substrate. This results in strongly reduced gas stable acetylene molecule progresses at a much slower
phase chemistry, since the extent of hydrocarbon rate, as to be expected, forming mostly C2H and C2,
pyrolysis is minimized. For the injection of methane and orders of magnitude fewer CIH species. These
we anticipate the transport of mostly methane and calculations provide some insight into the chemical
methyl radicals, CH 3, to the growth surface. For the composition of the plasma, and support the arguments
more stable acetylene, reaction kinetics predict no that under conditions generated in this flow, the
significant pyrolysis for the given reaction times, so chemistry does not advance to the extent often observed
that mostly acetylene is transported to the growth in other diamond CVD systems. Optical spectral
surface. The low pressure in the plasma plume, with emission measurements made of the plasma plume are
only moderate pressure recovery as the flow impinges found to qualitatively support the results of the
upon the substrate (PSubstrate = 3 Torr at calculations and are presented in a later section of this

Tmin - 1200 K, mean free path = 1 mm), results in paper. Results from mass sampling through the

strongly reduced boundary layer effects. The Knudsen substrate are described in detail in other

number for the flow is sufficiently large that any shock publications. 16 , 19 The mass sampling experiments

that is formed near the substrate is weak. This also support the general trend suggested by the kinetics

environment, at a stagnation pressure of - 3 Torr, is calculations and will also be reviewed later in this

now ideal for gas sampling through the substrate. Our paper.
facility is presently equipped with a mass spectrometer The dc-arcjet employed for diamond synthesis in
to provide in-situ through-the-substrate mass sampling this work is manufactured by Olin-Rocket Research
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Company. It is nominally a 0.5-3 kW, radiatively- diamond paste to enhance nucleation, are used as
cooled arcjet, designed for expansion into pressures well substrate materials. The distance between the substrate
below 1 Torr. Arcjets of this type are being baselined and the arcjet exit plane is varied between 50 and
for use as low power thrusters for satellite 100 mm. The control of the substrate temperature
stationkeeping. 32 These arcjet thrusters are found to requires the mounting of the substrates on a water
have a high specific impulse when operating on cooled copper mandrel. The substrate temperature is a
hydrogen (> 1000 s).3 2  very important parameter in the synthesis of diamond

We use a current controlled power supply (0-12 A) as it determines crystal size and orientation, film

that provides the arcjet with dc-power for operation in a morphology, and diamond quality. Hence careful
high voltage mode, typically 100-200 V. Both the monitoring and control of the temperature is essential
converging-diverging nozzle (which also serves as the for the production of high quality diamond. A two-

anode) and the cathode are made of 2% thoriated color optical pyrometer (Williamson 8220 S-C-T),

tungsten. The configuration of cathode and anode focused onto the substrate surface through a water-free
forms a steadily decreasing flow cross section in the Quartz por, is employed to in-situ monitor the

arcjet plenum, forcing the arc to attach at the cathode temperature of the growing diamond film. The

tip. The flow conditions mentioned above and the temperature at the backface of the substrate is measured

specific arcjet design force the arc to attach in the low with an R-type thermocouple probe. The window of

pressure diverging region of the nozzle downstream of operation for successful diamond nucleation and growth

the high pressure arc plenum. Evidence for this is typically between 700 and 1200 °C. Best results for

behavior is given in the paper by Glocker et al. 33 In this deposition technique are obtained between
this way, the arcjet operates in what is called the "high
voltage" mode. The high voltage precludes the need for Table 1: Typical operating conditions
high current densities to achieve the necessary Joule
heating and plasma generation. In this mode, the lower
current densities give rise to a diffuse as opposed to Chamber Background Pressure..................0.2-5 Torr
constricted arc attachment at the anode, thereby Total Gas Flowrate...........................8-20 liters/min
minimizing anode erosion. A low anode erosion rate is Hydrocarbon/Hydrogen Ratio.....................0.1-5 %
critical in the synthesis of high quality diamond for Arcjet Power.........................................0.5-2 kW
heat spreading, optical, and electronic applications. Substrate................... ...........Molybdenum, Silicon

Substrate Temperature... ..................... 750-1100 oC
A schematic of the experimental facility is given in Arcjet-Substrate Distance.. ..................50-100 mm

Figure 1. The arcjet is installed in a large (65 cm
diameter, 1.2 m length) stainless steel vacuum
chamber supported by a pumping station consisting of A quadrupole mass spectrometer was added for in-
two 35,000 1/min mechanical pumps/blowers to A quadrupol e m a s s spectrometer w as added for in-two 35,000 1/min mechanical pumps/blowers to situ gas extraction through a 200 gm orifice in the
maintain background pressures well below 1 Torr substu gas ex t ransport of the sampled gas fromf i ce the
(typically 400 mTorr) at volumetric flow rates of substrate Transport of the sampled gas from thea long
approximately 12 1/min of hydrogen. Typical s s te te ts t the spectrometerf a long
operating conditions during diamond synthesis stainless steel tube. In this way, at the spectrometer,
experiments are given in Table . Hydrogen at flow we are sampling only stable species, some of whichexperiments are given in Table 1. Hydrogen at flow will form as a result of collisions with the tube wall.
rates between 8 and 20 /min is passed directly through C, radicals such as CH3 and CH2 are destined to
the arcjet, where dissociation of molecular hydrogen as r cal  h a  a n d  a e e n ed

well as ionization takes place at arc-temperatures on the recombine with hydrogen and register a methane signal
order of 20,000 K. Due to the high temperatures, a at the spectrometer. The detected methane is thereforeorder of 20,000 K. Due to the high temperatures, a interpreted to originate from CHx species at the
large amount of atomic hydrogen is produced. As interpreted to originate from CIHx species at the
mentioned above, rapid expansion into subtorr orifice, and we report a "sticking coefficient" for the
pressures freezes the flow towards the substrate since total CIHx species. Based on our kinetics calculations,
reduced collision activity minimizes the volume the majority of these species are methyl radicals.
recombination of atomic hydrogen. A hydrocarbon gas Signals are calibrated by backfilling the tank with 10
in the form of methane or acetylene is added Pa of either acetylene or methane. This allows an
downstream of the arc near the end of the expansion analysis of the cracking patterns of the two dominant
nozzle at rates such that it comprises 0.1-5 % of the stable species, and in addition, permits us to establish
combined volumetric flow of hydrocarbon and the absolute sensitivity of the sampling system to
hydrogen. The addition of hydrocarbon gases through partial pressure or flux. From the measured diamond
the arc is not recommended since it was found to lead to growth rate, we can infer the necessary carbon transport
considerable carbon deposition within the nozzle in rate r c , the total of which must be made up of
previous studies. 34,35  contributions from the incident CHx and C2Hy

Polycrystalline molybdenum rod, 1.6 cm in molecules, i.e.,
diameter, and silicon ((100) crystal orientation), r C p CH x
approximately 4 cm in diameter, scratched with C CIHx CHx C2Hy C2 Hy
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where YciHj and rc.H. are the species "sticking diagnostic technique determines the kinetic or
c cj* translational temperature which may differ from the

coefficients" and detected flux respectively. The electronic temperature or rotational and vibrational
sticking coefficients are determined over a range of temperatures of the molecular species in the flow. 36 ,37

reactant mixture ratios from the measured film A schematic of the setup for the LIF measurements is
thicknesses. In addition to serving as a powerful tool shown in Figure 3. The fluorescence excitation laser
in analyzing the diamond growth chemistry, 19 the mass is a CW ring dye laser (Spectra Physics Model 380)
spectrometer unit is used to determine an upper limit to pumped by a 6 W argon-ion laser and operating on
the stagnation pressure at the substrate. Preliminary DCM dye. It produces several hundred milliwatts of
measurements suggest the stagnation pressure to be power at 15,233 cm-' (656 nm) with a nominal
approximately 5 Torr for 12 1/min hydrogen flow at an bandwidth of 10 MHz. Since this bandwidth is
arcjet current of 10 A. significantly less than the halfwidth of the measured

fluorescence excitation spectrum of the Balmer a
III. Arcjet Operating Characteristics transition, the shapes of the recorded line accurately

depict the broadening mechanisms. A portion of the
The arcjet was characterized to find the parameter beam is directed into a wavemeter (Burleigh WA-10) to

space for best performance and the most stable measure laser frequency to within 0.01 cm-'. Another
operating conditions for diamond growth. Test runs beamsplitter directs the laser to a photodiode detector
were performed with pure hydrogen and varying mass which monitors laser power.
flow rates. The arcjet was started by setting the current
to an initial value known for stable operation. After The beam is expanded and then focused through a
ignition, the voltage adjusted in response to changes in window to a waist of 0.2 mm in the arcjet plume. The

the plasma impedance. Steady-state operating window is in the chamber end flange so that the laser is

conditions are reached in approximately 30 minutes. aligned with the plume axis with the propagation

The data collection was initiated by setting the current direction 1800 from the axial flow direction. This leads

dial to the highest possible current of 10.2 A, which to a red Doppler shift. To facilitate access to this

represents the upper limit of the power supply. The region of the plume, the substrate and substrate holder

current/voltage data were recorded in 0.5 A steps after were removed for these experiments. Since the flow is

the arcjet reached steady state conditions. supersonic, it is not controlled by the presence of
downstream obstructions. Therefore, the velocities and

The current-voltage characteristics for four different temperatures measured in this experiment reflect the
hydrogen volumetric flow rates are shown in Figure 2. conditions that occur during diamond synthesis. The
The plasma is very stable (no observable voltage fluorescence signal is collected on a horizontal axis
fluctuation) along the entire current-voltage curves normal to the excitation beam. The collection lens is
indicated in the figure. This suggests that the arc placed outside the tank. It operates at f/9.1 (42 mm
attachment is diffuse and downstream of the throat in aperture, 300 mm focal length) and is imaged onto an
the low pressure region of the nozzle. Although the R928 photomultiplier tube (PMT) with a
highest currents employed here seemed to be below the magnification of 4.1. A notch filter with a 10 A
point where the transition to "low voltage mode" takes (23 cm-') bandwidth is placed directly in front of the
place, higher current densities are believed to yield a PMT to filter extraneous light. A 0.4 mm aperture is
more constricted anode arc attachment (as opposed to mounted directly in front of the PMT at the focal plane
diffuse attachment), thus increasing anode erosion. The of the imaging lens to act as a field stop and determine
low operating current limit arises from limitations in the measurement location in the plume as well as the
the maximum voltage output from the power supply, axial spatial resolution. Phase sensitive detection is
As evident from the data in the figure, we see that the used to discriminate the fluorescence signal from the
range of operation decreases with increasing hydrogen intrinsic plasma emission. The lock-in amplifier (SRS
mass flow rates. SR530) is synchronized to a mechanical chopper at

2 kHz. The output from the lock-in is collected and

IV. Arcjet Plume Characteristics stored in a laboratory computer along with the output
from the wavemeter and laser power detector. Details

The temperature and velocity measurements were of the theory and implementation of the diagnostic have
made using LIF on the Balmer a transition of excited- been previously published. 38,39

state atomic hydrogen. The velocity is determined from
the Doppler shift of the fluorescence excitation A typical fluorescence excitation scan is shown in

spectrum The temperature is inferred from the shape Figure 4. The scan on the left is taken from the plume

of the fluorescence excitation spectrum using a centerne 7 mm from the exit plane formedby he
Doppler-broadened lineshape model. The model must methane injector. The scan on the ight is from the

account for the fine structure of hydrogen which causes stationary reference discharge. The asymmetry in the

the Balmer a transition to consist of five separate but rference profile is due to the underlying structure of the
overlapping transitions. Since Doppler broadening transition. It varies strongly with temperature and it is
overlapping transitions. Since Doppler broadening
arises from the velocity distribution of the species, this essental to account for when inferring the
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temperature. The solid lines superimposed on the data, computer. The emission scans presented in the
correspond to the model's fit to the data. The following were not corrected for spectral response of the
fluorescence intensity is the ratio of the output signal system.
from the lock-in amplifier to the signal from the
photodiode which monitors laser power. Accounting fEmisson scans of the diamond growing plasma
for laser power in this way preserves the lineshape from methane as the hydrocarbon source gas between
since the fluorescence is linear and not saturated. The 200 and 700 n m wavelength showed very intense lines
laser power varies by up to 10 % as the laser scans in of the Balmer series of atomic hydrogen and the CH
frequency. Both profiles were normalized by their areas A2(v=0) - X2(v=0) band at approximately 430 nm.
to facilitate comparisons of the lineshapes between the There was little or no detectable emission from other
hot and cold gases. These profiles consist of 70 to 300 hydrocarbon or carbon species, unlike most other
data points each, with the data taken at one second plasma reactors employed in diamond work. Figure 6
intervals. Profiles from regions further from the shows three scans at different axial locations along the
centerline require longer scan times due to decreased plasma plume. Scan 1 (top) was taken at a position
signal-to-noise ratios. Uncertainties in the velocity 10 mm downstream of the hydrocarbon injector ring.
measurement are limited by the wavemeter to The scan in the middle (scan 2) shows emissionmeasurement are limited by the wavemeter to
0.1 km/s. The temperature is more sensitive to noise features halfway between injector and substrate (40 mm
with uncertainties on the order of + 10 %. downstream of the injector), and scan 3 (bottom)

shows the emission spectrum 1 mm in front of the
Data were taken at a variety of radial positions for substrate, which corresponds to 69 mm downstream of

two axial locations in the plume. The results of this the injector. The intensity ratio of CH and H emission
data are correlated into radial profiles of the axial features qualitatively reflects the varying chemistry
velocity and temperature in Figure 5. The profiles along the plasma plume. The relatively weak CH band
were taken at 7 mm and 57 mm downstream from the and the missing C features, such as the usually strong
rearward facing surface of the methane injector. Swan-band (C2 ), suggest that the dissociation of

Closer to the exit plane, the velocity peaks at methane does not proceed far enough to produce
12 km/s and slowly decreases to 7 km/s, at 6 mm significant amounts of these carbon species. This is12 km/s and slowly decreases to 7 km/s at 6 mm consistent with the relatively large estimated mean free

from the centerline. Due to viscous shear, the plume c ons stent w th the rai ar estmated m ean f r ee

likely extends beyond the 6 mm radius. However, due p at h ( > 1 m m ) w ith in the p l asm a , and th e

to lkely e s beyo ensi the 6 m radius. However, characteristic path length for a hydrogen abstractionto low number densities of the probed species, event for methyl production from methane (about
measurements were not practical in the outer edges of 10 cm). Th , the predominant carbon containing
the plume. As the gas travels downstream another
50 mm, the axial velocities decrease into a more species at the diamond growth surface of this system is

uniform profile of 6 to 7 km/s. The noisier believed to be methyl. These emission results

temperature results show more uniform profiles with qualitatively support the proposed gas phase chemistry

temperatures in the range of 900 to 1100 K and little considerations given earlier in this paper.
variation between the two axial locations. These gas Optical emission scans were also taken during
phase temperatures, measured in absence of the diamond synthesis with acetylene injection, collected
substrate, are consistent with measurements made in 1 mm away from the substrate surface with the same
the plume of a similar arcjet. 36, 37 In the presence of setup and parameters as those used for the case of
the substrate, the temperatures are expected to rise methane injection. Figure 7 shows an emission scan
somewhat due to the deceleration of the supersonic flow for 1 % acetylene. This scan can be compared with the
to zero velocity in the stagnation region. 0.3 % methane case (scan 3 in Figure 6) since the

conditions for both source gases represent the parameter

V. Optical Emission Spectroscopy spaces where the best diamond quality was obtained.
The spectra taken with acetylene injection, like those

A qualitative assessment of the plasma plume taken with methane injection, depict the very intense
conditions is achieved using optical emission lines of the Balmer series of atomic hydrogen and the
spectroscopy. The line of sight spectral irradiation is CH bands at 430 nm and 390 nm. In addition, it
collected normal to the plasma plume. A horizontal exhibits structure associated with the presence of C2,
translation stage, as shown in Figure 1, allows namely the carbon dimer Swan-band emission with
measurements to be taken at.different positions along bandheads -at - 470, 515, and 560 nm. During
the plasma plume axis. The signal, collected with a methane injection, the signal of CH is stronger than for
f/10 lens (43 mm aperture, 400 mm focal length), is the case of acetylene injection. This was also
imaged onto the entrance slit (80 m slit width) of a suggested by the gas phase chemistry calculations
0.5 m Jarrell-Ash monochromator (f/10, 1200 mentioned above. For both hydrocarbon gases, there is
lines/inch grading). A 1P28 photomultiplier tube no significant difference between emission scans taken
(800 V PMT Voltage) is used to scan in the visible at various regions in the immediate vicinity of the
between 200 and 700 nm wavelength. The PMT substrate. This supports the conjecture that little
output voltage is collected and stored with a laboratory
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chemical activity is taking place within the near VII In-Situ Mass Spectrometry
substrate boundary layer.

Consideration is now given to a discussion of the
in-situ mass sampling studies. The following reported

VI. Diamond Synthesis Results results were obtained from 1 hour experiments at

Diamond films were deposited on molybdenum and 70 mm arcjet-substrate distances, and 820 °C ±
silicon substrates. The films grew over the entire 30 oC substrate temperatures. Figure 10 shows the
substrate area, as large as 10 cm 2, however, not yet variation in detected species flux with volume percent
exploiting the entire plasma plume expansion at of injected reactant (methane or acetylene). We find
pressures below 500 mTorr. Run times were between that the detected methane varies linearly with injected
10 minutes, with the purpose to study nucleation of methane to hydrogen flow ratio. This behavior is
diamond crystals, and 4 hours, to obtain up to 50 pm expected when methane pyrolysis does not extend
thick, free standing films. The films were analyzed by beyond the production of CH, radicals and is
micro-Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron consistent with the computed chemistry based on a
microscopy (SEM). The results presented in the simplified one-dimensional residence time analysis of
following are diamond films grown from methane. this flow. 16,19 The small levels of acetylene detected
Results using acetylene as a hydrocarbon source and can be accounted for by the cracking of methane in the
parametric studies for both source gases are published quadrupole detector head. With injected acetylene, we
elsewhere. 16 , 19 Figure 8 shows SEM-pictures of a see some deviation from linearity, and the detected
diamond film grown from 0.5 % methane in hydrogen methane signal is some five times that produced by the
on a silicon substrate. The 1 hour run at a pressure of cracking of acetylene observed in the calibration
400 mTorr and a substrate temperature of studies. The levels of detected methane when acetylene
830 ± 30 OC resulted in an approximately 4 m thick is injected into the reactor is still significantly below
continuous film, adhering well to the silicon. The the levels of methane detected with injected methane
micrographs reveal a surface structure comprised of even for the lowest methane to hydrogen flow ratios
large, well faceted crystals, mostly (100) oriented. investigated. These results therefore support the
Figure 9 shows SEM-pictures and a micro-Raman conjecture that in this reactor, the chemistry is
spectrum of a diamond film grown on a molybdenum substantially simplified due to the relatively short
substrate from 0.3 % methane in hydrogen. The run residence times, low temperatures, and low densities,
time was 4 hours at a pressure of 5 Torr, which and does not substantially advance towards equilibrium
resulted in a growth rate of 12 m/hour. The substrate at the exit plane conditions. If we assume that the
temperature was maintained at 850 ± 30 OC during the measured flux is uniform across the substrate, we can
deposition process. The adhesion of the diamond film estimate the gasdynamic transport efficiency (fraction of
to the molybdenum is poor. The film delaminates carbon injected that arrives at the substrate). We arrive
from the substrate while it is cooling down, due to the at a value of approximately 30% and 10% for the case
thermal stresses induced by the different thermal of methane and acetylene injection respectively.
expansion coefficients of diamond and molybdenum, Although these values are well below unity, no
respectively. The resulting free standing film is of very attempts have been made here to improve the carbon
high quality and optically transparent, as shown on the capture by increasing the size of the substrate relative
photograph in Figure 9 (bottom right). to the dimensions of the plasma plume.

Micro-Raman spectroscopy characterizes the bond Average film thicknesses were determined from
vibrations in the lattice under investigation and SEM analysis of film cross-sections, and growth rates
provides a characteristic signature that identifies for are estimated from the ratio of film thickness to run
instance the presence of diamond, diamond-like carbon, duration. Figure 11 shows the variation in film growth
and graphitic carbon. 40 Diamond has a sharp and rate with volume percent of injected reactant. Also
intense Raman peak at 1332 cm-'. The width of the plotted in Figure 11 is the estimated variation in the
line is related to the structural order of the crystal lattice CIH, and C2H2 sticking coefficient. It is evident that
and hence to the quality of the diamond. Non-diamond the sticking coefficients (and therefore growth
contributions generally span the region between "efficiencies") depend on growth conditions, and
1100 cm-' and 1700 cm-'. For example, graphitic therefore, such parameters are not transportable to other
carbon has two intense bands near 1340 cm-' and reactors. We also see that over the range of conditions
1580 cm-'. The micro-Raman spectrum of the where we see very high quality of deposited diamond
diamond film shown in Figure 9 has a full width at (<1% hydrocarbon in hydrogen), the relative efficiencies
half maximum (FWHM) of 2.6 cm-', which is very are comparable.
close to that of natural type IIa diamond. The
background signal between 1100 and 1700 cm-' shows The quantitative variation in growth rate with

no signs of non-diamond constituents or disordered injected acetylene and qualitative observations from

diamond. SEM and micro-Raman analysis have led us to
speculate on a simplified surface mechanism for growth
from acetylene precursors. This mechanism is
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qualitatively similar to the simplified methyl-based defect formation, we seek a minimum [H]/[C2H2 ] ratio
mechanism that we presented earlier. 16 We begin with such that
the participation of atomic hydrogen [H] to form radical
sites [R] and hydrogenated sites [RH]: k4 [H][M] > k5 [C2H ][M].

H+ R RH From the extracted rate-coefficients, we obtain a
value of [H]/[C 2H2] - 5000 in the case of acetylene

H + RH . + R injection. This is significantly greater than a value of
H+/ H 2 +R approximately 100 based on the extracted rate

Acetylene is assumed to react reversibly through a oefficients for the CH, based mechanism.
single global addition step with a radical site to form an The rate coefficients for the global acetylene
intermediate site [M] consisting of at least one addition reaction extracted from the experimental data
incorporated surface carbon [D]: can be compared to the extracted experimental rate

coefficients for the similar insertion reaction involving
C2H 2 + R- D + M CIH species (obtained from growth data with methane

injection). We speculate that growth from CIH,
D+M 3 + R species such as methyl (x = 3), is initiated by methyl

S+ M 22 +R insertion into a radical site [R], i.e.,

The remaining carbon is stripped of its excess ,
hydrogen and incorporated into the surface via a process CH x + R M
that is first-order in atomic hydrogen concentration:

to produce an intermediate surface complex [M] (that in
H + M D + H 2 + RH general is different than that [M] used above to describe

the surface complex produced by acetylene addition).
"Defects" (A) are assumed to be incorporated when This intermediate complex can revert back to a radical

atomic hydrogen attack proceeds at too slow a rate and site by the reverse process of thermal desorption:
the intermediate surface site instead reacts with an k
acetylene molecule at a rate that is first-order in M- - R+ C1Hx
acetylene concentration:

or can be attacked by gas-phase atomic hydrogen to
k incorporate the surface carbon into the bulk. This latter

C2H 2 + M A + N irreversible process is taken to be first-order in atomic

k, (fst) hydrogen concentration with a rate coefficient k 4.
N 6 ) A + H2 + M Defects are assumed to be incorporated when sites of

type M react with gas-phase CIH species through a
This simple model can be solved in closed form for type M react with gas-phase CIH species through

the diamond growth rate (pm/hour) provided we have a first-order process determined by the rate coefficient k 5.the diamond growth rate (jim/hour) provided we have a
value for the density of the defective diamond phase. As in the acetylene injection studies, the rate

We assume for this study that the defective phase has a coefficients for the CH, based mechanism are adjusted
density of approximately 2/3 that of diamond. An until a reasonable fit to the growth rates measured from
adjustment of the rate-coefficients (within a reasonable methane injection is obtained. The model fit,
range) is made so that a good fit is obtained between experimental data, and extracted rate coefficients are
the measured and computed growth rate variation with shown in Figure 13.
acetylene to hydrogen ratio. This fit and extracted rate The rate coefficients extracted for the addition-
coefficients are displayed in Figure 12. desorption reaction for CIH, species (most likely

If we constrain kl and k2 to be near values extracted methyl) give rise to a free-energy change of -42
from analogous gas-phase reactions, 10 then we kcal/mole for this global step. As expected, this step
generally find that the growth rate calculation is most is much less reversible than the equivalent addition-
sensitive to the rate-coefficients used for the global desorption step in the acetylene-based mechanism (-13
addition and incorporation reactions (k3, k-3 and k4 ). kcal/mole). This value should be compared to the

The extracted values fork3 and k-3 lead to a free energy value of -22 kcal/mole computed for the detailed
change of -13 kcal/mole for the addition-desorption process of a methyl radical reacting with a radical site
change of -13 kcallmole for the addition-desorption on the (1 11) surface of diamond."
reactions. Such a value can be compared to the -6the( surface amnd
kcal/mole estimated by Harris and Belton for the more We can use the extracted rate coefficients and
detailed step of acetylene reacting with a radical site on sticking coefficients to estimate a minimum cost for
the (110) surface. 41  high quality, defect-free diamond production. In the

case of CiHx-based (methyl-based) growth of defect-freeThe postulated mechanism can be used to identify a
criterion for high quality diamond growth. To avoid diamond, we require [H] / [CiHx] > 100. This
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental facility
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Figure 3: Experimental setup for the LIF measurements
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Figure 8: Scanning electron micrographs (different magnifications) of a diamond film deposited on
silicon (1 hour run time, P= 400 mTorr, TSubsae = 830±300C, CH4/H2 = 0.3%)
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Figure 9: Scanning electron micrographs (normal view and cross section), micro-Raman spectrum, and
photograph of a typical diamond film grown from methane on a molybdenum substrate
(4 hours run time, P - 5 Torr, TSubsme - 850±300C, CH4/H 2 = 0.3%)
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Figure 10: Variation in detected acetylene and methane with volume percent
of injected acetylene (left) and methane (right)
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Figure 11: Variation of experimental film growth rates and estimated
variation of sticking coefficients with volume percent of
injected acetylene (left) and methane (right)
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Figure 12: Simple model results for diamond synthesis from acetylene.
The extracted rate coefficients from fit to experimental growth
rates are: k, = 2x10" cm 3mole"'s', k, = 3x1012 cm 3mole's ,
k, = 7x10" cm'mole's"1 k, = 2.4x10 4 s', k, = 2x10"
cm'mole-'s, k, = lx1lO cm'mole"s'.
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Figure 13: Simple model results for diamond synthesis from methane.
The extracted rate coefficients from fit to experimental growth
rates are: k, = 2x10" cm'mole's', k, = 3x0" cm'mole's',
k, = 1.3x10" cm'mole's', k, = 3xlO* s', k, = 3x10"
cm'mole's', k, = 2x10'0 cm mole's'.
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